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STUDENT ACTIVITIES FEE
HAS BECOME VOLUNTARY

Pine for Pine

Did you think that the $50.00 Student Activity Fee you pay each year was mandatory? Well, it's not. Students who pay the fee actually do so voluntarily - any
student who wishes to do so, may refuse to pay.
The fee has always been voluntary although in the past
most students were under the
impression that they must pay.
According to Dean Tilley, it was
originally thought that each local Board of Trustees would be
permitted to declare the
fee
mandatory
for the
individual
campuses. Thus, while the fee
might be voluntary at Buffalo, it
Stony
could be mandatory at
Brook.
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It certainly won't be an easy
situation. For one thing
the
treasurer will not be able to
estimate how much money he
will have to budget. This year's
The most recent regulation by
budget was estimated last spring
the State Board of Trustees isto be $230,000.00, almost
all
sued November 9, however, elimwhich
derives
from
the
$50.00
inates this possibility of local
fee. Of that, all but $130,000.00
Boards making the fee mandawas allocated last spring
actory.
cording to the budget requests of
This regulation is
"A State the various elvbs and organizaUniversity policy slnctioning stu- tions.-Forminng the budget for
polity funds is a big, difficult
dent imposed assessments for
such student activity and ed- job - can it be done without a
ucational programs as the State reasonably -accurate estimate in
- operated campuses may wish the spring prior to any academic
year? Can there be such an
to conduct."
estimate if all students do not
The Board of Trustees further pay the fee?
stipulated that "duly elected stuMike Molloy, Polity Treasurer
dent governments" may set the
amount of the fee and that no estimates that there will be a
state-wide ceiling will be set. serious cut in the budget. As a
Ace. Olaf foir
..,=As
z..J_
Students wno do not eiect Lo pay result, students will have to pay

WILL CREATE "EXECUTIVE BRANCH"
the November

A truly executive committee - that's what a series of motions at
20 meeting of the E.C. may have finally created.

the motions, all passed unanimously, say the following:
Generally,
- --- - 7

-

2. That a Financial Board be
established in each area to coordinate the expenditure and delegation of funds to each member
organization. The Board is to
consist of one delegate from each
member organization of the area;
the Treasurer or his delegate will
serve as Chairman.
3. The Moderator, with the
counsel of the four polity officers
shall be empowered to establish
such administrative procedures,
or
interpretations,
legislative
emergency powers as he deems
necessary to carry out the policies of the E.C. These actions

shall be reported in writing
the E.C. of the Polity at
first E.C. meeting after the
actment, subject to the veto
the E.C.

individually for many of the
things they now receive as part
of the stulent activities fee. It
is more than likely, for example,
that students who do not pay the
fee will have to pay for each
copy of The Statesman and for
Specula. These students will also have to pay for all concerts
and movies. The athletic budget
approximately
which is now
$50,000. will have to be cut
drastically, although it is hoped
that this gap will be filled by
greater allocations from the
state.
Perhaps the most significant
change will be a "two class"
student body. Since it is impossible to expect the students
wIho. do- pay. the fee to- pay the
way for those who don't, nonpayers will have to be excluded
from participating from most if
not all- student activities. Thus,
there will be a "Polity" that is
not the entire undergraduate
body but is separate from it.
Who knows what ramifications
this holds for not only individual
students, but for the student body
"student power" as a
and
whole?

such assessments may be denied
the privileges of these programs.

__

THREE EMOTIONS PASSED BY E. C.

1. That the four polity officers
(Moderator, Treasurer, Recording and Corresponding Secretaries) be delegated the power to
recognize all new clubs and classify all clubs into the categories
created at the E.C. meeting of
October 6, 1967.

What Happens Now?
The big question, of course, is
what
happens now.
Will as
many students pay the fee now
as have paid in the past? If not,
what will happen to student activities? Will we have to give
them up entirely?

to
the
enof

Moderator Comments
Peter Nack, Polity Moderator,
when asked about these motions
said, "In the past the E.C. was
approximately
12 people with
equal executive power; however,
the moderator was assigned the
executive role without being giv-

en the power to do so. These motions give him that power.
"If these motions are allowed
to work - if the 12 members
follow the spirit as well as the
letter of the motions - will create a small, efficient, executive
branch. They will allow the whole
committee to operate more efficiently and use its time to attend
to more important matters such
or
as Academic Environment
Community organizing."

IAESTE Opportunities Open
The International Association
for the Exchange of Students for
Technical Experience (IAESTE)
is offering you opportunities to
obtain on-the-job training in a
foreign country. IAESTE's aims
are: (a) to train advanced university students of other nations
and (b) to build a foundation for

international understanding and
good will among these potential
leaders and the host companies
and institutions.
Application forms and further
information may be obtained in
the Placement Office. Deadline
for application is December 15!

Salzburg Elected Senior Rep.
Outlines Plans for His Class
Former Student Ombudsman, Ed Salzburg became
Senior Class Representative in the elections held Tuesday, November 21, 1967. Mr. Salzburg was officially
uncontested but faced the no-vote and a write in campaign for Michael Cohen.
The election was the result of
John Gonser's resignation of October 30. Mr. Gonser resigned in
part because he felt that his
responsibilities interfered
E.C.
with his goals as a representative of his class. Mr. Salzburg
in his statement of policy indicated that he intended to devote a great deal of time to the
Senior Class which he feels to be,
thus far, the least represented.
The rescheduling of graduation
is presently one of his primary
efforts. He also plans to speak
to the Physical Education Depromaking
partment about
visions for sufficient courses to
be offered this Spring so that
seniors who have not completed
their requirement will be permitted to do so.
At the Senior Class meeting to
be held in the near future Mr.

Salzburg and John Jones, Sr.
Class President intend to discuss these and other items of
Salzburg
interest. Mr.
senior
feels that although the Senior
Class is the graduating class,
the attitude should not be as
citizens and
toward absentee
with this in mind he is outlining
his plans.

OLATUNJI
and
CHARLES LLOYD
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those receiving their advanced
degrees, except for students in
medicine, dentistry, veterinary
medicine, osteopathy and optometry.

By Fred Hechinger
The nation's graduate schools
have been warned that unless
Problem Held Ignored
draft regulations are changed,
their first-year enrollment in
The report said that a numSeptember, 1968, may be limited to women, veterans and ber of alternate courses were
under active consideration by
men who are either physak
the executive branch of the
disabled or over 25.
government It added:
The Commission on Federal
"We are not sure, however,
Nhe
American
Relations af
Council on Education, in- a that there has been a full realispecial report, has warned all zation of the situation in tO
member institutions that the academic community, the country as a whole, or indeed the
new situation "will have impact
on the supply of teaching and re- Congress at large."
search assistants, faculty assignIt warned that the decisions
ments, and budgetary allowa- reached "will be of tremendous
tions."
importance not only to graduate
Graduate school deans, in and professional schools, but
assessing the prospects, used also to the entire nation."
such terms as "serious" and
?be council, a nongovernmenteven "catastrophic."
al
association, represents most
The council's report pointed
out that at the end of the cur- of the nation's colleges and unirent academic year all defer- versities. The report was mailed
ments are expected to end for recently to the member colleges.
students who have completed
The report warned that for 12
their undergraduate work, all months beginning next July, "bethose completing
their first
tween half and two-thirds of all
year of graduate study and men inducted by Selective Service will be college graduates or
will have pursued their studies
beyond the baccalaureate degree."
-~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Pete & Editbhs
On Campus
BARBER SHOP &
BEAUTY PARLOR
6 days a week

Open 96

In a Rush?
Call for Appointment
Telephone 6788
1»w 25A
E. Selauket

944-9679

Slides Esse Service
AWd Setewe RodMw
Complete Wheel Alignment
Any Car - $9.95
Remier: It's time 1w yeo

BROOKHAVEN
THEATRE

This, the commission added,
will give the armed forces far
more older trainees than is generally thought desirable.
Meanwhile, the Council of
Graduate Schools and the Association of Graduate Schools,
in a joint statement not previously made public, appealed
last week to President Johnson
to work out a more equitable
draft system.
Discrimination Opposed
The appeal was aimed not at
exempting
potential
graduate
students from military service
but at preventing certain categories or academic- specialties
from being exempt while others
would be subject to indiscrimi.
nate draft.
In their appeal, the spokesmen for graduate education said:
">e Military Selective Service Act of 1967 and the President's Executive Order 11360,
ending deferments of graduate
students except those in the
health sciences and those in
certain other, not yet designated disciplines, will have im-
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EYE ON-THEEE.C.

Graduate Schools Warned That
Draft Will Cut t68 Enrollment
Reprised iro the Now. 5 edim
of the NEW YORK TIM .

S

By Ilerw Zatal
Whatever happened to logroll- which- the' members wanted looking? That reliable "I'll help you ed into in the order which they
if you help me" style of govern- were to be examined. At last
ment. Cooperation is not neces- weeks meeting these were finally
serious consequences sarily illegitimate, it is more like- submitted. Yet I wonder if this
mediate
for graduate education and will ly a reflection of mutual respect. week' those same priorities hold
produce an inevitable deterior- And it is strikingly absent from
true, and how much time was
ation of all higher education for our present student government.
spent drawing up those lists. It's
an
nprWedietable number v of
possible that over . the weekThe meetings proceed with the minds have been changed - but
years."
general lack of courtesy I've
To minimize those effects, mentioned before. Except it I seriously doubt whether those
the gradua
school leadership seems to be more than bad man- people whose opinions have been
submitted to the President the ners, it more and more exem- changed know why or what the
ramifications of that change may,
following four points:
plifies the lack of trust the mem- be.

"1. We accept- and endorse the bers seem to hold for each othFew of the members conmider
principle that the national er. Maybe this is because very
security transcends the in- few of the meimbers really know each other .when making deciterest of any individual or what they want or what they sions, fewer than that consult
and want to hear. So when some- with each other. No ,one seems
group of individuals
to think that Uhe is any reason;
therefore make no plea for thing is sad that they accept or
8 general d
iment
of grad- reject, they just interrupt and to inquire, until an issue is being
say so, because if they didn't debated, as to the feelings of the,
uate students.
not remember think- rest of the committee. So on Monthey mg
"2. We believe that all fields ing of it.
day night at 10:45 weeks and!
of higher education are of
months of past debate are
Early this year Peter Nack
equally critical importance
r_
e pap
i
asked
for priority lists - items
to the continued welfare and
balanced development of the
nation
and we
therefore
strongly recommend against
the designation of any disciplines as more important
or more critical than any
others.
The bead R.A.'s, having recog- uniqe position in the ste
nized their position in the hier- of our growing University we cm,
"3. We believe that a system archy of Stony Brook began, offer
aiiificant and realistic
of selective service should
opiios, advice and improve.
this year, a council to advise the
be designed to create a mini- Adm tra on sident affairs.
ments pertinent to student aof
mum of disruption and unfaims.
certainty in the lives of those
r
several
During the s
eligible for service and that head R.A.'s realied the lack of
Ine council meets once a
therefore the selection pro- communication
them- month to discuss the activite
among
cess should take place at selves. They saw the need for a of each quad. In that way they
natural times of transition, cohesive unit able to present a
see the possibility of improving
i.e., at the completion of high consistent view. on the many is- communications within the UnS.
school, the completion of the sues with which they would be versily.
baccalaureate, and the com- confronted.
pletion of the higher degree.
Working through Mr. HeddingThe R.A.'s realized that thee
"4. We believe that draft-eli- are areas of Student Activity er, they see the opportunity of
gible men should be inducted which require closer contact than dealing with such topics as R.A.
on the basis of random the Administration is able to of- selection - an item of importane
selection. 'he
high school fer. Wishing to contribute to to both students and Administraseniors at the age of 19 these areas , they formulated tion. They do not necessariUy
should be notified at the the Stony Brook Head Resident plan to restrict these opinions to
only when they are asked for
beginning of their senior Assistant Council.
them but to contribute freely to
year of their status with reIn
a
letter
to
Dr.
Toll,
they
all dialogues concerning the Unispect to selective
service.
Draft-eligible individuals who suggested that "due to our versity Community.
have been deferred to pursue
0R
a
baccalaureate
degree
should
be ...
notified of
R
their status at the beginning
of their senior year. Their
induction should occur as
soon as possible after graduation. If any individual is
not called at the completion
of his baccalaureate degree
Large Selection of
and if he then pursues a
full-time higher degree proSmall to Very Large Stuffed Animals gram, he should not again be
in Jeopardy until the completion of the advanced degree or until he withdraws or
is dismissed from graduate
school."

Head RA Group Meets
To Consolidate Views
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STATESMAN CALENDAR

WD*fSDY, NOVEMBER' 29
- 2:30
Colloluum:
Prof;
Herbert Brsaner
A
9
03i ular. Pertuttenf
(Aep)-"
.SS
-Probkem tor- r-erHopf Itegral
Equatlons'*
4:30
Colloqulum: P:of Arnold- Honig."Proton
Spin Relaxtions in Solid HD
.
and Appllcatlon tv Polarlsed
}
' Proton TWargets'^
>
88 31
WIST -- Bebeih,
30
t
Newman Asocation *Belglous Issues"
s
@ 8.30
Prefed ,Pre-Dental Soclety -Letn

A

:1:30
.
4 :00

}

4:00
4:30

¢

*;

Engineerin
faculty lounge

hi!
Btology

Colloquium: Prof. C. 8hull Internal
Magnetitatlon ln Ferromagnetic
ransltloal Elmet"
Colloqulum: Prof. Arthur Co~os
(CCNY) - "Peeptkon and Knowledge"
Undergraduate Physis S3oelety
Colloqulum: Pror. Pazll~t M. REz"Optlmal Channel of Communi cation"
IQET -Rehearsal
Potry BedigRobert Hasel; and
Grace Schulman

8:30
8:30
-

I

lecture
hal

Ergnering
faculty lounge
announced
Physis 217
Enpeersn
faculty lng
Chemistry
lecture al

FDAY, D}ECEMER I

Seminar: Dr. Vlto D-. Agosta and MasTransfer to a
BS J. Mysel (R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco) - "Is a Surface
Reirlly Skin-Deep?"
t
7. 9, 11 COaA: "War of the Worldt"
Short Exermental Fillms
7:30
International Club - PLm- (Junglee)
8 :30
JSO - Isral Daneing
fl SATURDAY. D1ECEMZB 2
2 :00
Swrimming: 8B -vs. Adelphl
6:00
Soccer Team - vlctory pat
7. 9, 11 COCA: "War af the Warlds"
Short Experimental Film
3:30

Englneerlng
cacultya loutg

;+-"Heat

Droplet"
~~Burning
Colloquium: Prof.

„
-4-30

,

-

Anmafnir

DECEMBEBR 3Internxational Club - fllm
Polk. Danoe Club
Spcula Meting

Pool
DEM
Physics
Chemistry
Ckym

Ph'ystcs lecture hall
Women's g
Specula office

MONDAY, DECEMBEQ 4
7:30
Executive Committee
7:30
W UJSB -Boar
Meting
8:30
Lecture: Erie K ier.-."Dislnter-

TUESDAN,
'4:00
8:30
8 :30
;

F. S.

gration oi tbe Ats"
DEXEMBR 5
Lecture: Richard Rtoth
IQET - Rteearsal
8ing-Along Chorus .

XA-

Bookstore

Comitte

Rt

Outlined
The F.S.A. -Bookstore Subcommittee has commenced its activities for this academic -year. Crew
ated by the-F.S.A. in the Spring
of 1966, the Bookstore Subcorn
mittee is charged with helping to
"determine ways to improve the
Bookstore's performance and to
oversee its operations so that it
more effectively serves the Uniiversity Community".
The Subcommittee has student,
faculty, staff and Administrative
representation:Mr. George Fenton, Undergraduate representative (James College, C105, Extension 6380)
Mr. James Juliano, Undergraduate representative (Langxmlir
College, A307, Extension 6314)
Mr. William Walther, Graduate
representative (Dept. of Biological Sciences, Extension 9028)
Dr. Charles Hoffmann, Chairman, Faculty representative
(Dept. of Economics, SSB 320
Extension 5074)
Mr. Jurgen Krause, Personnlel
Office representative (Infirmary, 131, Extension 5140)
Mr. Merton Reichler, Administrative representative (Library
260, Extension 6004)
Mrs. Dorothy Eteresey, Bookstore
Manager, non-voting es officio
member.
Last year the Subcommittee
played a role in: extension of
the Bookstore's discount policy,
improvement of check-cashing

Colleg

Pacualty Dlnin

Cocert: AfroJaz
(Ola-TUDJi.
Charles hloyd quaet)

8:30

SUNDAlY,
8 :00
8:30

Chemlistry
lecture hl
P~hysics
Chemistr
Bnginering 166

Polity office
AVs Rooo
Humanities
lecture hall
Cad4za lopne

AV Raoo
Itles lecture hall

Bumanl

Jesuit U~ivrsrty H~ead Blass
AlHi Cicimof Diaoue
Repritds

from Thc

buwi> alttmni and friends tikand den

mandstlhat toe university be a
A. t~hreayq ChistaMrxist t conrlnled' experimnwt utterly dih~~gii^ spsredby the Uni- *vored from the. world if realversityT ofW Sanlta Clara, a Jesit t ity"
of; Hger

_dcttz

institution; drw sap prtsts
last manth. from. sme. area reidentsW and almn

^Thus. each timethat the uni-

versity*. pops.
a. progam
Pamphlets protestingthe- con; which involves ideas or positions
feec were dtri-aed by an dieent
fro or- }bsyl tot other
'organiatfio
caleds Gathdc for
¢idas ai' positions, the vocles
Trulth About Commuim. Ats the
miwt
aise
anelpate
cofeeneMandt th~eweicianb l~ie:
AntLeeptteale pare of *ideas
a "theorHerbertv ApUhlw e
etical affinity" exssbteen the
ideas of Marls;s and tseof
'lbera1 Christian theloians and
Pope Paul VI.
Santa Clara's president, the
Very Rev. Patrick A. Donohoe,
S.J., replied to critics of thte conference with a statemert in the
student newvspaper. Fsollowings are

excerpts from toe statement:

ovfer t~he

abr

it tDt

'zHxPif

en whe h- noa

dn
in the

they so little

view,. on this.

campus."

Eye on E. C.

butt

by

validity?

confidence

Hve
in

the

world of American academe that
they
san

realty trink that a
accomplishe

talk

Marxist

by
can

convert to- commnsm an AmeriGa

sophomore- or seio? If this

wee so, the American proposition must indeed be vulnerable.
I am quite certain it is not."
-Irratmalete Inboxa is
"Call them what you wish,
'Minute Men' or other 'Big Brother' types, it is high time that
the forces of irrationalism and
'know - what's - better - for you' movements are exposed for
- irrationalists,
what they are
inhumanists. They seek a world
that never was and never could
be. They want it neat, packaged,
and above all, sanitized. But the
world is not that way. It is cluttered, pluralistic, and disease
ridden -medically, socially, and
politically. Whe the university

points this out, it is not recommending acceptance; it is urging
solution and Yue.

"My generation - the generav
tion of the 'old grad' - is out
of tune with today's undergraduate. Products of the '20's, '30's
and '40's, they read the times as
commown purpose
though everything stopped when~
might come the communication World War In ended in 1945. Tonecessary for successful group day's collegian regards World
behavior. Hopfully, Adi goup.
War II as something somewhat
*
*
*
closer than the War of Jenkin's
Mount College presents a .thea - Ear. But it does not relate to
tre party: GONE WITH- THE: today's undergraduate.
WIND on February 17, 196&, Mat"The essence to today's acainee Tickets $2.50. Train Tickets
demic scene, whether you are
- $1.65 roundtrip (optional).
Contact Karen- 7418 or Mrs. discussig faculty or students, is
the fact that neither administraBegan -7049.

Patrick A. DonahleX

grow up. So do Catholic alulmni
and friends ofF the university.
The formal' Body of- the institufisnot

mnli

c~arfre

interpose thomselves

come.,

Rev.

tion

etartwom-

tials fox- curricua panij^ sud-

denl

"We therefore condemn any
attempt to physically hinder any
visitor; speaker or recruir, reZ

The E.C. decided to give hee
On Monday, November 20. group their desired status beStuart Dattner came before the
cause it- then offers a second
E.C. to request that the group voice in the ferver surrounding
be given Ad -How Status. He recruitmnent. It was stated, howcited the 876 signatures on- thee ever, that this was not nete&
following petition as evidence of sarily to be construed as the
the need for such a committee. opinion of the E.C.
"We the undersigned are conz
The immediate consideration is
cerned that freedom of speech that of a faculty-student refermight be abridged on this cam- endum proposed by the Compus. We consider that freedom mitte
of speech includes what is known
as recruitment by a group or
Freedom of speech
agency.
means only the regt to speak,
Continued from Page 2
brought up as points of informaservices, release of additiona tion. There really isn't anything
space for the Bookstore, freeing wrong with satisfying ones crof certain Bookstore manpower osity before a meeting, with finding out how the vote runs, and
andl financial resources and upgrading of other services. This why. Before the meeting is the
time to sway minds;. At 10:30
academic year the Subcommite
will contrau its efforts to make people want out.
A group (or committee) should
the Bookcstore a more effective
be
more than an aggregate of
unit as it prepares to move into
individuals And this group is not.
new quarters in the Campus Cell
What'6 Uising is a sense of
ter next year.
frm whic
All members of the University
Community are urged to let the
Subcommittee know about shortcomings in service and suggest
tions for improvement; Contact
or write to one of the Commitz
tee members listed above to
transmit complaints and suggest
tions so that the Subcommittee
can carry out its responsibilitiess
more effectively.

hkute under.'

listen.

of his

"Tfet Camhf ivenityvhas to

disin

arso

intellectual area where ideas are
it doss not cowbell anyone to Beachred nelt
imn in-

gardless

Paternallsm is blessed

ly dead. Differently, but in a
sense, identically, faculty and
students. want adult participation
ill the life and planning of the
institution....

"The university is aot a planet
spun off from the world. It is
part of the world- and its formal
work is preparation for the world.
It would be false to itself and
to its clients if it failed to ready
its graduates for a nohsitized
existence....

fusessto

sence- of free spweeh on ths
campus has prompted the formation of an Ad Hoc Committee
to Preserve Freedom of Speech.
On November 22, a letter was
presented to Dr. Karl Hartzell
stating the aims of this group.

ey

nor trsesstand in 'loc

parents

guish between dialogue and es-

"If ever- we souht dramatic
evidence to. validate George Ber'1ior myself, Btrchism and its
nard Shaw'6 cyica asrtion
, that a Catholic universityr isr an multiple variants are more deipossibility,, we would have to ftrctive of human freedom than
look no further than the ranks the crudest form of Marxism.
of those whso once attended Santa The great American totalltaran
Clara. Not all. of, course, nor ism is ecnmic rather than phil.even most, but it is undeniable oswplcal. It turns off shport
that a goodly crsseto of; our whe dee acadeic instuition reF

Comitlee Formed To
Preserves Fee Speh?
Growing- coahern

t

themselves

tio

to 9rprqer monks and

buj ritinH

ofh\\

world,

amd the> _go< i» Gdo up oi a
vast spe du 'fides ranging
fromr Mao to Roler Week.h
"The university tries to pao
pose the world as it actually is
along with a concomitant criical, educated appraisal. It is not
a 'crash program' to proucew a
Republican, Democrat, or Socialis....

"We sincerely thinks therefore,
that in bringin to campus speakers of variou backgrounds and
allegiances, we are being true to
ourselves as a university. We
are oppoe to no men and we
are afraid of no ideas. We are
confident that our faculty and
our students are of such a caliber that neither one nor the other will be exposed to undfte
peril.
"We need the support of alN
umni and friends. We will, how-ever, never buy it- by 'knucklstog
under' nor compromise the ins
tegrity proper to the life of the
intellect."
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Port Jeffro

47S34435
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What's 1The Umversity 1 o -l ouW

(PART I)
By Slaw* Eber
Glance through the headlines
of Se Statesin the last ise
Corn' Hearings
" 'Con
mua.
End/ 'Communicat'n' Needed";
"Students Sponsor A New Dimension in Education"; "ReThese
cruitment On Campus".
are issues prevalent on many
college campuses, and Stony
Brook in particular. To find
satisfactory answers to problems
government and comof set
munication, hiring and firing of
prfessors, and reruiltment on
campus, we must first try to
define the relationship between
the student and his fellow students, his faculty, and his administration. in other words,
what is the Student-University
relationship?
I do not profess to have the
However, I have
answer(s).
read a two-part lecture given by
George A. Pierson to a convention of Deans of Students and
counselors. At the very least,
Mr. Pierson has presented us
with guidelines within which to
decide what we expect the Stuto
dent/university relationship
be. He says there are four general classifications of this relationship: Apprentice, Loco Parentis, Contractual and the Citizen-Democratic Community.
In the first classification "A
student is essentially as applytice learning to become a scholar

or professional worker." Most of
us go to college to learn enough

about a specific field to receive
a degree in it The faculty is
the faculty because they have
gone through this same process
and have been deemed worthy
by their predecessors and mentors to impart this knowledge to
others. The Administration oversees this operation to make sure
there are rooms, classrooms and
professors for its students.
The drawback to this relations
ship is that as apprentices in a
University we would be subject
to a condescending high school
atmosphere. We would be attending Stony Brook in order to
sell our wares to other centers
of learning, the government, or
private industry.
As apprentices, we would not
be able to "claim the rights,
privileges, or immunities of the
scholar or professional worker
until (we have) completed a prescribed program and (have)
been graduated or certified.
When an institution of higher
learning graduates a student, it
certifies as to the quality of that
student's character, as well as
his education. A University must
therefore be concerned with a
student's conduct both on and
off campus." Thus the entire experience of finding yourself
through trial and error is severely limited by the threat of formal University sanctions.
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In- the case of Loco Parentis
our relatenship to Stony Brook
is not "comparable to the relationship between a developing
adolescent and a wise and
President
thoughtful' parent."
Toll may be an extremely kind
man, but he is not my father.
Dr. Hudson may be genuinely interested in my well-being, but
he too is not my father. Parents
love you, good or bad. They
don't have to give you degrees
or decide whether or not to let
the police in your house because
they think you're smoking pot.
Just as your father wotld not
be well enough versed in Anthropology to give a course in it,
so too, the Dean of Students Office (even in conjunction with
isn't well
Services)
Psych
enough versed in you to say
what you need and what you
want, as an individual and as a
student. Dean Tilley should be in
the Gym to help us, not to supervise us. In addition, the Loco
Parentis approach does not concern itself with the Student-Student relationship. Above all, this
approach to the problem gives
the faculty and Administration
appearance.
an
authoritarian
This would create unusual tension on a campus like Stony
Brook, which is inhabited largely by sons and daughters of
permissive, Jewish, middle-class
parents.
The contractual relationship as-

Demonstration In The jB\ain
by Frea

vrmamp_

It was a cold Tuesday night in
New York City. A stinging November wind whistled through
the crowds, but made little impact on the people who lined the
sidewalks around the New York
Hilton.
"What do we want?"
"Peace! "
"When do we want it?"
"Now! !"
The cries resounded through
the city streets, but no one could
say whether they- were heard
behind the brightly lit windows
of the Hilton. The crowd's frustration was evident. A human
wave surged against the barricades, only to be thrust back by
serts that "The institution agree
to provide certain educational
and related services and toward
a certain degree, diploma or
certificate upon completion of a
specified amount of work. The
student agrees to undertake a
program, complete the work specified, and comply with certain
rules and regulations known to
both parties in advance." This
is the epitome of efficiency. The
faculty and Administration pass
you through the assembly line
and are not concerned with your
"conduct outside of the contract." In this impersonal world,
the University should be the
last place to promote such coldness.
Stony Brook should not be an
Contiu
on Page 12

blue-coated policemen on horseback. Frequently, the more determined demonstrators trickled
through the police lines, only to

be seized and hauled away.
The anger and frutration grew
more intense as the crowds be.
gan to disperse. Restless people
drifted into smaller groups and
the cries for peace became more
fervent. But by now, chanting
slogans was not enough. They
had called for "'peace, now" on

April 15, and they had sworn
"hell, no, we won't go" on October 21. They were tired of
shouting and getting no reply.
Storms of angry people swarmed into the streets, bringing the
traffic to a halt. Barricades were
useless now, but the police were
still there. Some swung mercilessly at the demonstrators with
nightsticks, while others, on
horseback, galloped into the
screaming crowds. Cries of pain
mingled with the shouts for
peace.
The chaos persisted for several
long, cold hours. Newspapers the
next day estimated the crowds
at three or four thousand,. calling the demonstration "massive"
and "spectacular." In reality, it
was a grave and ominous occurrence. There are certain to be
future demonstrations and what
will these be like? If November
14 was a

symptom,. then the

disease is growing more serious.
If we continue to ignore it, we
may find it can no longer be
cured.
i
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A MESSAGE TO THE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY
Next week another series -'of anti-war, anti-draft
demonstrations will take place. On Monday, December
4, a group of young men will return their draft cards,
joining over 13Q0 across the country who have already
thus signified their opposition to an undemocratic draft
that helps to perpetuate an unjust war. On Tuesday,
December 5, there will be a sit-down and picket line
in front of the Whitehall Street Induction Center in
New York City to try to impede the operations of the
Center.
These demonstrations represent a new direction for
the anti-war movement, a shift towards greater militancy. However opposed to the war we are, we have
had to ask ourselves whether we are justified in carrying our opposition this far - to the point, in this
of supporting draft resisters, who defy Fedinstancem
eral law, and of supporting an attempt to disrupt the
workings of the Selective Service system.
We believe we are justified in so doing. The war is
an intolerable wrong. TIe government is intransigent.
No change in policy is even hinted at. Though the past
efforts of the anti-war movement may have succeeded
in putting some rein on the government's implementation of that policy, the war still goes on, with increasing, not dimigb force, while the government tries
to crush o sition by intimidation and by dissemting ever g se and more dangerous utrths
It is cear that the anti-war movement's response to
intanigence must be an equal, a
"erMIt's
the g
larger, intransigece. That is why it has had no choice
but to move "from dissent to resistance," and why we
ic community feel
in particular as part of the ac
we must make the same mom It cannot be left to
the students and the pacifiss to bear the whole bu1de
of militant opposition to the war, if for no ofter reason
ent and the press can too easily
than that the go
I

I

Paid
Polical Adnwdsemest
-

discredit them and perhaps render the whole movement
impotent. If we are to follow out the logic of our own
consciences and understanding, our own past acts and
statements against the war - and if we are not to
deprive the ant' ar effort of the weight of our respectability - we must consider new methods and be
prepared to act in unaccustomed ways.
Such militance is not easy or comfortable for most
of us. Scruples, fear, self-conscio s, feelings of
futility, inertia - many have had, or will have, to
overcome one or more of these inner obstacles to
acting as this moment in the anti-war struggle demands. But because our commitment aginst the war
finally prevails over all our doubts, because we recognize resistance against the draft as a gwAh-point
of the anti-war movement, we have decided to support,
and in many cases to join, the Tuesday demonstration
at Whitehall Street and urge others to do so as well.
For several, participation in the sit-down or picket
line will mean canceling their classes, a difficult decasm arrived at after much self-questioning, but ultimately sanctioned by their belief that they are acting
by trying to
conscientiously toward all their sdts
stop this war. Some others will be present at Whitehall
Street on Tuesday in spirit, but dhose to express their
respnstibility to their stdents by holding their schedat one in our opposieles
uled classes. We are
tion to the war and in our recognition that university
teachers and administrator have a special obligation
position tothose
to lend the support of their establs
in the front of the anti-war movement.
We are at one also In our belief that earnet work
against the war is not limited to joining demonstrations, however miant An-draft activity can only
wi concrete efforts to edub
be successfi
of people
cate and organize larger and larger nms

against the war. In this sense, we regard next week's
activity as the prelude to a more serious attempt by
anti-war students and faculty to bring the Vietnam
question and related issues home to this campus and
the surrounding community.

K. Abrams (Egl)
R. Ackerman (Egl)
E. Albaum (Egl)
H. Allentuch (Rom Lan)
Z. Austen (Egl)
G. Bachelis (Math)
D.W. Benfield (Phil)
C. Blum (Rom Lan)
R. Boime (Art)
R. Brett(Egl)
F. Brown (Rom Lan)
B. Brown- (Ger-Slav)
A. Carton (Ed)
C. Charbonneau (Egl)
A. Ciniglio (Egl)
R. Creed (Egl)
H. d'Alarco (Math)
A. Edelson (Math)
J. Egleson (Egl)
A. Ehrenfeld (Rom Lan)
E. Engelson (Rom Lan)
H. Farberman (Soc)
S. Feshbach (Egl)
L. Gardner (Ed)
S. Gendin (Phil)
T. Goldfarb (Chem)
T. Gorelick (Art)
E. Goode (Soc)
D. Grxdman (Phil)
J. Hagen (Chem)
J. Harvey (Egl)
H. Iventosch (Rom Lan)

H. Jacobson (Ger-Slav),
S. Koch (Eg)
J.W. Lango (Phil)
G. Lord (Egl)
R. Miller (Egl)
R. Misheoff (Egl)
C. Moos (Bio)
J. Moos (Dean of
Students Office)-

R. Mould (Physks)
G. Nelson (Egl)
S. Obrebski (Bio)
J. Pequigney (Egl)
F. Peters (Ed)
S. Petrey (Rom Lan)
N. Polsky (Soc)
G. Quasha (Egl)
J. Raskin (Egl)

J. Rosenthal (His)
A. Ross (Psy)
S. Sears (Egl)

J. Seif (Math)
P. Shaw (Egl)
E. Stephen (Phys Ed)
R. Solo (Chem)
W.E.G. Taylor (ESS)
G. Thomas (Elec Sci)
A. Tobias (Egl)
J. Williams (Ed)
A. Wishnia (Chem)
M. Zweig (Eco)
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We Must Resist

A UjFree University' at Stony Brook
i by Sandra Silberstein
Many Stony Brook students have been distressed with the news that four of
'our" . professors will not be rehired next year. We've been faced with igs problem
W.;
beore as has every campus in America. In Stony Brook upperclassmen might remember Professors Gassman and Parenti. We yelled, we -protested, we asserted that
,"student power" we all treasure, and nothing was done. Those men are not here
today! Concerned students began to realize that with all .the protesting in the world
and Solo the results had
'for tme reinstatement of Messrs. Brogan, Feshbach, GoodmaD,
to be the same as always. We would lose them, but the reasons for tossing them were
not good enough. These reasons had to be challenged in a way that could not be
ignored. But they had to be challenged in a way that did not necessarily alienate
those members of the faculty and administration that were sympathetic to our cause.
We did not want to picket and
boycott in vain. In fact, how
could these men ever return,
with pressure, to departments
that had made it clear they
' were not welcome there? We did
not want to destroy an institu-tion. We wanted to save it. Further, we did not merely want to
ctafltenge a publish or perish system that certainly is not valid
for everyone. We wanted to keep
these four professors here. All
four men seemed to have one
thing in common: students who
believe in them. -te
question
was how to keep them here to
teach us. The solution was suddenly so simple and at the same
time almost brilliant. Perhaps
there was no plae for these men
in their deiartn ts; but there
was a place for them with us,
the students: students who don't
think of Stony Brook as a place
for vocational trailing; students
who dont Want to ped a transitory four years ate plahe which
grait them that marketable
piece of paper, a diploma. The
solution was simple. If the Uni: versity reHIs to hire these men,
,^ why don't we!
If the student body uses its
ownr funds to hire four faculty
members, we will, in effect, be
setting up a university within a
university; our own "Free Uni; versity." And far beyond these
* four en.- the possibilities of this
endeavor are enormous.
Whatever form learning takes
in this Free University, it can
be valuable, not only to the stu-

dents involved in it, but -to the
larger university as a whole. It
is not uncommon for a free university seminar to be eventually
incorporated into the formal university system. In fact, we hope
that some of what we accomplish
next year can serve to suggest
courses of study for Stony Brook.
However, a student initiated
By Sub
S
d
"Free University" with non-credit
In the past few weeks, fts
granting seminars or courses, campus has- seen much discussion
"spare on the topic of "universities."
taken in a student's
time," can have far more flex- TLe thmne of these di
o
ibility than the formal university. has been, mre often thnn no
The seminars the students may "*Iwhat's wing wiS this Univerwish to initiate, the courses the siby?" A ohd
td1 aspect of
teachers might wish to teach,
tAt i often not
purbleSM
fte
may well have -no place in a uni- ghen the aamfiw that It deversity's degree granting curricu- -serves it that of the roe ftt
lum, as it exists today. The de- the Unirsity shoud play in the
sited courses may be interdiscilWe of the inhvddul studet,
plinary or simply -unclassifiable,
-Too -often we hear people telltoo revolutionary in some sense ing us that the Unversity. des
or the topics too recent, to be not COeemO Wef with the "rIa"
normally found in a Stony Brook -problems i st
;
no
catalogue.
effort is made by tke sebhol to
We who believe that the Pree telk students "wie it's at"e
U.tJversity system can, and must
Nowvert
"themeaning of -life-'
work at Stony Brook, also be- when one realzes that these
lieve that we have a chance to
questions deal es tially with
prove that those members of the the individual and his relation to
University
Community
who
the world, one wonders whether
scare," can find a new meaning theq Universi cm give suc anfor the words "student" and swers, and if it can, wKethe it
"teacher," and that a working
s l give- such answers to the
student,
between
relationship
students. Ibis is not to say that
teacher and "knowledge" can 'be the University should hamper the
found. A "Free University" can students in their search for a rebe a place where creativity in lationship with this society. The
the exploration of knowledge need student must be free to find his
not be hampered, by a quest for own answers to the above ques,
marks and the justification for
tions, and the resources of the
granting credit.
school and the faculty should be

$In isnet nice to block the doorway*

It bftkf nice to go to
X 3.
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us once,
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their toes and sang along as
waves of sit-ins, illegal marches
and ramies, and freedom rides
for civil righl8, swept the nation. Tmse are the liberals who
were involved in the illegal sitdown strikes of the 30's. These
liberals, today,'decry the movement of the peace forces in this
country from dissent to resistance.

Civil disobiedlen" is the refusal of a Begmept of dhe population to obey certain laws on
the gAuds ftt a higher law
exists whyi cmntradlcts specific
acts of laws of the land. As
Herbert Kelvin points oat "civil disobedience Xsbased on moral
repulsion rather than mere dislike of a policy. The line between these two cannot be sharptories." The important question ly drawn, and mast remain, in
to ask is: Are the universities part, a matter of subjective
doing a good job of training peo- choic." This is a bask Ameriple? Are the colleges of today in ca
aid is well within
n
fadt "turning out" people who the Au
n democratic framerequiye advanced educaion?
work.
The crying need in today's
Second, the question of legitiwid Is for people who can
hacy arises. The Warsaw Ghetto
WoL Theneed is for redivide
who can function in rapidly Mrneftwn is JuImsifed -on the
grouds that the auftrkies (the
changing social and tecthncal enwere ille
nate. Today,
vironesta. It does not take It)
E
question the
much reflection th come to the Am*Wlean
colIusion that Lety's colleges right of the financid elfte, and
Igns
the
fteir govWtmeta
are -a producing sch;people.
to~~~t 1
'
oftsWe
The liberals of America tapped

An Emphasis On
The Individua

at his disposal.
The traditional rob of the University has been to train people
for positions requiring advanced
education. This remains one of
the primary goals of a college
education, and this fact should
not be brushed aside by those
who cry about "academic fac-
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By Spencer Black
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Photo by Ken Yasukawa

Tim Scannevin, the toastmaster, at the recent Awards Banquet
I;
Uheld on James College D3. The dinner opened with a cocktail hour
.and a buffet on the hall. Later, those stUi i te imod for eSting
"were invited into the dining room where flickering camles fp
Mv
r
fo a isl
etles provided the a
assorted wine
Poid by chefs VIOie Di Mattina aIt ShaeImm
idiwr p
by an Awards presentation, -.
-The .dner was
coheerta a mood.
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W
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frt igt* war
is
cfft^H*cdt''
to
e lusion ht
yu wi
*himh he eannot VtWe, and
have to go to graduate or pro- ux~t
w~fe his perefts vted against
can
you
before
school
fe81iona
hi 1-9.
do anything.

The alternative to tig kind of
"education" will probably not be
easy to find. When it is found,
however, it must have an emphasis on the individual. It must
enable the individual to be able
to relate in his own way to both
his technical and. his social environment, and it should not
hamper the individual in his
relationship.
search for this
Neither should it be a time of
seemingly pointless effort; the
student should have a feeling of
accomplishment after each sehis
of
(regardless
mester
"cum."). The time to make a
critical evaluation of the goals
of education and the execution of
those goals is now.

This nation executed Germans
for refusing to back their dissent with resistance. Today, the
liberals who wage this war label those who follow these Judgements at Nuremberg irresponsible, traitors or anarchists.
Furthermore, who is to represent the victims of American aggression; the burnt baby in a
concentration camp (relocation
center), the sergeant crippled for
iffe, the dead conscript? We all
must take the moral responsibility to represent those who cannot represent themselves.
Resistance to the war machine
is not only an alternative, it is
a must. This means burning
draft cards, refusing induction,
disrupting the conclaves of the
elite, i.e. the Hilton demonstration, blocking induction centers,
etc. The crimes are so hern
that not only silence, but mere
dissent is a moral sin. We must
resist those who have hilled
15,000 G.IVs and mained another
100,000; killed 250,000 Vietnamese, imprisoned 1,000,000 and dislocated 4,000,000. We must resist
those who run this country and
this war.
Those who run this country do
not want to see their war challenged at the most basic level
and by the most basic force, the
peope. They wil be ruthless in
their suppression of the resifters. We will not be -inUnidateld.
We wiff not be discouraged. We
will fight on, fw to do otherwie
would be cowardly and hypoctitical.
So buddy, what are yo doing
with you draft card next week?
It isn't nice to burn it, you
v
knowb?..,*.. a <. t '
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The EducationalDilemma
The educational system in our society is pursuing a course which we
consider to be bankrupt. American
students are being intellectually castrated by the university. Professionalism is now predominant in higher education. Where m e n a r e oriented
scientifically as in professional spheres,
men as individuals become disassociated and lost within te infinite possibilities of their specialties. As this
occurs, the need for socal awareness
and social responsibility shifts from the
individual to the group or bureaucratic
structure to which the individual attaches himself. The transfer of social
responsibility to the group has made
the individual socially insensitive to
issues outside the arbitrary dictates of
his profession. Individual thought becomes drastically limited in this setting.
Ideas for -a free university and an
experimental college are being developed and refined by students and- faculty. Ellen McCauley, with the help of
several other students and faculty
members, has been working on a proposal for a new academic program
(see article by Sandy Silberstein on
page 5). The students working on the
free university and the exermental
college, are taking on a massive job and
deserve the attention and support of
every student on this campus. For the
first time in the history of Stony Brook,
students on their own initatve are attempting to directly affect the form and
substance of undergraduate education.
The implication and necessity of the
construction of a free6 unversitv is to
overcome the inertia of the existing
bureaucratic structure within the usi
versity. As has been proposed, the
weakness of the experimental college
creates certain dissasactions which
have led to the idea of a free university.
These weaknesses are the following:
1) for the first year only fifty students
can enroll in the experimental college.
2) the student participating in the experimental college must give up a whole
semester; 3) as a prerequisite for enrolling in the experimental college the
student must have a clear picture of
what he wants to study; 4) the college

can only involve faculty already at
Stony Brook; and finally 5) there have
been no allocations of funds to the experimental college, hence its future is
very dim.
The free university is aimed at overcoming these deficiencies by 1) broadening the number of students in the program; 2) not requiring that students
have a program of study formulated asa condition for enrollment; 3) not compelling students to give up a semester
but to participate in the free university
as an addition to their present studies.
The financial backing of the student
body would be symbolic of student support for the idea of the free university,
and where these monies are. joined with
funds from possible grants and foundations they will provide the opportunity
to hire faculty whether or not they are
working at Stony Brook. As a result of
its breadth the free university will
serve an excellent integrative function
within the total Stony Brook commune
ity.

Education on some level should be
action-oriented, and this action should
be the duty of the individual As the
university exists, education inhibits the
student's consciousness of his social responsibilities. This latter poet was eloquently developed in an article some

weeks ago by a sensitive and concerned
member of our faculty. The university
as it exists is not cultivating the individual as an innovative and creative
whole. Students are not "gromed" to
think and synthesize independently. The
scientifically oriented specialtes, while
systematically broadening our understanding of social and psychological
reality, take any active role to sensiied
man and institutions to what ought to
be aian absolute taboo.
A successful experimental college and
successful free university could jointly
a successful free university could jointly
needed to divert the university from its
present course of bankruptcy. However,
without the support of the total student
body the efforts of neither the student
leaders nor concerned faculty members
will be of any consequence.

WANTON DESTRUCTION
Concern has been continually expressed by many Stony
Brook Students about the appearance of our campus. Evidence
of someone's aesthetic sense is displayed in the wanton destruction of a tree on the library mall. It is to be hoped that no one
else will take it upon himself to improve our environment in
such a negative manner.
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Questions On The
Free University

No less.
That concluded:
Your enthusiasm is obvious.
Your desire apparent.
Your inexperience dear.
Poco a poco.
Avoid cacoethes 'lquendi.
When you've organized a committee of mutual plaint, pop
one pertinent question:
Which is the dominant purpose
of a university?
John Henry Newman, called
Cardinal Newman, had one
idea.
Dr. Nathan Pusey., head man
at Harvard, has anoer.
+
Methinks I have al third.
Methinks politely; meknot*

To the Editor:
There was considerable discussion on campus with reference to the proposal for a Free
University which was so loosely
described in your issue of November 15.
i
I gather that a proposal has
been made to divert $60,000 from
Polity-funds to pay the salaries
of four members of the faculty
who may shortly leave the campus. In none of the discussios
were their names mentioed.
more rig-tly.
:
;
I should like to point out that
Remember: minmi the yard:
this is an improper suggestion.
age of the wordage, simplify.
Polity funds are, in my opinion,
Suerte.
to be used for the benefit of the
Yours,
entire student body and not for a
Chales A. Dun Leavay
militant minority. I personally
object rather strenuously to the
use of my money for such a
purpose.
If the people involved wish to
Of By
raise money privately, -for this
purpose, I certainly have no obUndemocratic
jection. It is their privilege, and
t
I ~am a obrvng spporAe --f Vol- To tMe Editr:
4
.
statetaire's often paraphrased
To the members of S.DS. and
ment. However, as I have been their cohorts:
pointing out for many years,
I accuse you, I ACCUSE YOU
every right carries with it a
of threatening and intimidating
corresponding responsibility.
fellow students. I ACCUSE YOU
Besides this aspect of the of trying to inhibit another huquestion, there is an obvious
man being's freedom to speak.
problem of logistics involved.
I ACCUSE YOU of trying to
Where will these people teach,
limit another human being's freeand what credit will be accorded dom of movement and associathose students studying under
tion. I ACCUSE YOU of abject
in- cowardice and subversion of.
them? Further, the sum
volved seems out of all reason.
freedom in trying to deny the
It works out to $15,000 for each freedoms of expression which you
What
involved.
of the four people
so readily invoke yourselves. I
are their present salaries? My ACCUSE YOU of fying to de.
wife, after 27 years of teaching
cide for us who and what organand a reputation for unusual ef- ization can interview us. I AC;
fectiveness, is earning less than CUSE YOU of dishnsty by trythat.
ing to distort aid stppress facts
t with your
Since the Student Activity Fee which are insi
at Stony Brook is -higher than at views.: I ACCUSE YOU of pomn
posity in setting yourselves up as
many event private colleges
I have paid the bills for two having a corner on the market
of sensitivity and truth.
sons at Hamilton and M.I.T. in
I ACCUSE YOU OF .HYPOCrecent years - let it at least be
RISY.
The
purposes.
used for legitimate
Audun P.- Olsen
concert by Ravi Shankar is an
example and I wish to publicly
thank both the Student Activities
Board and the International Club
for the opportunity to hear this
. .y
performance.
To the Editor:
Hugo PMay
We, the Dynamic Duo, in paint.ing the wall of the. Van de Graaff
-r^
Accelerator, were not exei
our effort to be regarded as a
,oCO
great work oart.
Its purpose
was to emphasize something
To the Editor:
which seems to have become the
Mr. Leonard MeO
THE STATESMAN
general tone of this University.
Mr. Mell:
By this we mean the total ho
> thi6
m
It will not be other
personality that is manifested by
life.
Each of us will be come all he the blank walls at the D@w bui.
g to
ings. Rather than, atp
is capable of bein g.
9.~~~~~stg
No morem

So D.-S. Accused

Dynamic Duo
Plus One Rep-ly

M~d

EDITORIAL BOARD
Buyner
Copy
Acting

E

All letters to the editor must reach Box 200 Gray College
so later than 5:00 P.M. the Saturday before the Wednesday issue.
Names will be withheld Onrequest but all letters must bear tSh
authors signature. Letters should be limited to 300 words and be
typed, double-spaced.
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I am-'wig this ^response
to you
it-'ial,
Not
Recruient, that appeared-i in

The Statesman on November 8.
In, it you unfortunately made
certain remarks about on-campus recruitment for jobs, which
were, to a large extent, false.
After reading your editorial I
was greatly upset about your
view that recruiting has nothing
at all to do with education. You
said- it is purely advertising for
the company involved and thus
should be regulated. This is utter nonsense. Representatives of
companies come to colleges not
to advertise but -to recruit seniors and graduate students. That
is their sole. purpose in coming.
turthermore

think it was fair of you to express such a selfish and personal
opinion.

by we

I t^aiil

Connment

-

-= *

Lastly, I would like to agree
with you on one point. Students
certainly do not have. the right
to physically block their fellow
students from interviews or the
like. The demonstrators are not
expressing their views, but impressing them. I would like to
repeat what a fellow student
said: "If any student attempts to
-block the access of another student to a room or building, the
former should not be forced aside as he will become extremely pugnacious. His name should
be taken and reported directly to
the Dean of Students Office. He
will be suspended immediately."

you spoke of free

speech. Are you allowing companies such as Dow Chemical
free speech? Likewise, C.I.A.
personnel are here for one purpose, to recruit students for jobs.
They are not going to impose
their polieies good or bad, upon
us. 1 feel thit' any company or
organization, regardlesi if their
external commitments, should be
allowed to appear at
Stony
Brook.
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You. also, said that invitations
lo campus recruiters should originate from the students themse4es. This LT preposte s. Do
you
frink one student's
letter to a' company such as
I.B.M. tiri move them one iota?
The only way to get recruiters
on campus is to have the college
send out invitations. Jn fact this
is done in practically all the colleges in the nation..

_nu,«»w^_

Saint James
Lutheran Church
Aver
Woodawn anSed
8f. Jamwo New Y rc 1st
Reverend Albert P. Abel,
Pastor

The availability of on-campus

Communion Services
each Sunday 8:30 and
11 a.m.

is a necessity - not,
as you put it, a service. 7he
only way that students majoring
in a scientific field (such as
myself) can be hired quickly and
efficiently is by having re+
cruiters -invited to the campus
for student interviews. I do not

irecruites

Sunday School and
Bible Classes 9:45 a.m.
Pbones: Chrh 5845212
Parsonage 5847
l1

SALES
-:PARTS
-:SERVICE
Mechanki
By
Factory
Trained
On All Imported Cars-

Apathy In Hawkland
by Stuart Datner
I support the war in Vietnam.- I personally feel that the bombing of the North
should be intensified and- extended, if necessary, so as to guarantee victory as soon
as possible. Does this classify me as a "Hawk?"
I'm against war. I'm against bloodshed and violence. I quickly sicken at the
thought that "my time" will be here in less than two years and that people will be
shooting real bullets at me. Does this also classify me as a "Hawk?"
No, I'm not schizophrenic, and
my ideals are not conflicting;
they're just realistic and human,
at the same time. A world ofpeace has been man's dream
since the dawn of history. Nobody wants war - but war often
has to- be. Nobody wants blood
spilled - but something as wonderful as freedom must have
some price. Nobody wants to
fight - but imagine if our fathers, grandfathers, and even our
great-grandfathers hadn't. What
would our country be like today if we hadn't stood up against
the Confederates or the Nazis?
What will our country be like
tomorrow if we don't stand up
against the Communists?
So even though Im against
war, I can't understand the marches on Washington, picketing
draft boards, etc. I can, however, agree with them so far as
everyone has a right to voice
his opinion. I'd like to stress the
word voice. When demonstrations
for peace and brotherhood turn
to violence for effectiveness, I
find it impossible to accept them.
Maybe, its true that Johnson
wouldnt pul- ut' of Vietnam
even if a majority of the citizens
were to support such a move;
there are two types of Presidents: one who does what he
thinks the majority of the people want, and one who, having
been entrusted with power by
the majority, governs as he sees
fit. Johnson -might fall into the
latter category. If you think his
determination of what actions
are fit for the circumstances is
wrong, then don't vote or show
support for him in '68. If the majority of the people are on your
side, then somebody will be el-

ected who represents your opinions. There is still enough room
left for means other than violent demonstrations to accomplish whatever you want done in
this country.
One more thing I'd like to
mention - a small percentage of
Stony Brook students managed
to prevent the appearance of the
C.I.A. on this campus last week.
I fully certify their right to demonstrate and picket, but I strongly resent their threats of interference with people who had decided to speak with a C.I.A.
representative. When are people
like this finally going to realize
that if the C.IA. was allowed to
come, but was picketed, and literature factually denouncing the
C.I.A. distributed, they would
have accomplished a- lot more
than they did by threats of violence. By their actings, the S.D.S.
supporters, lost faith and what.
ever admiration they had from
the student body.
The "C.I.A. Incident" is a perfect example of how violence
and threats of violence hurt, not
Sgainst the
.help,
twar civl -rights, Oz. Even
there weren't any more wars,
this would still be far from a
peaceful world until demonstrators realize that the way to gain
sympathy and support is through
reason and the people, not
through violence. The people still-rule this country, you know.
P.S. While writing this letter I
came to a definite conclusion.
Although a clear majority of the
students would support an appearance by the C.I.A. and similiar organizations on his" campus, a minority managed to keep
them away. How can this be? ?
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Apathy. Plain and simple apathy on the part of the students
who see nothing wrong with recruitment policy on campus. We
lost the battle for our right to
speak with a C.I.A. official simply because we didn't fight for
it. What group stood up to the
S.D.S. to present the majority's
desire for the C.I.A. to come?
None - simply because there is
no such group on campus. What
organization is showing films and
distributing literature as to why
we are in Vietnam and why we
have to stay there? None - again,
because there is none on this
camps. If you agree with me
and would like to have, your
opinion influence what goes on
in this schooL and if you would
like to present the other side of
many political and military is.
sues to the students here on
campus, perhaps there should be
such a group., Well, I've managed to shake my apathy and would
like to form such a group. Let's
tempararily cai it the U.F.F. United For Freedom - freedom
from imposition of ideas, standards, and personal tastes sim-

ply by presentation of the other
side of issues that are now only
presented one sidedly on this
campus. An organizational meeting will be held on Monday
night, 7:30 P.M., in the lounge
in James College on December
4. Let's see some support! If
you'd like to come but can't
make-it, give me a call at 246
5384 and I'll keep you informed
of what develops.

Letters
Contenred fhem Page 6
involve the student in his studies
by making the buildings more inviting and pleasant, the Admin.
istration has erected buildings
whose facades can only serve to
further alienate the student and
create an even greater dichotomy
between the students' lives and
their academic careers.
Mr. Levy and Mr. Donnelly
suggest that matters of improving the visual stimuli of the campus are "best controlled by aesthetically trained professionals.'
We agree. In our letter we said
that "if the Administration persists in their present course" we
would continue to emphasize the
need for 'aesthetically trained
professionals" by painting on the
buildings. We agree that trained
professionals should be brought
in, but it is quite clear that un.
til sufficient aggravation can
cause some action there will be
no improvement in the conditions
at Stony Brook. We also continue
to maintain that the "unadorned
excellence" of the new buidns
can only serve to wien the
chasm between the student and
his academic pursuits.
The Dynamic Duo plus 1
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Interview.i

Reveals Littlechap'

Actor

the Wwe enables him to change
a concept in the show if he
wishes. And he did so wish. On
Saturday afternoon's performance the play started off by
showing all the members of the
cast and as the show progressed
the members were again introduced in their proper roles. Mr.
Warner wasn't too happy with
the beginning and with the eve- i
ning's performance, for only the
chorus was seen. His wife and
children were initially. introduced at different stages brings surin their respective roles thus prise.
giving the audience the full imThe
The interview then progressed
pact of each character.
change in order was from that to his enjoyment in playing a
of a Greek play where all the unique role such as Littlechap,
characters were irought before since he must be constantly athe audience in the beginning of ware and conscious of his role
each performance to a more when performing the pantomimes.
modern play where introduction As a professional performer and

By Susan Kaft

Jackie Warner is as great a
person off stage as he is an actor on stage. Throughout the
g and getting
rapidity of cha
ready to leave after Saturday
night's performance, he expressed all at he felt about certain
facets of the there. As he removed his white mask and
changed his clothes he tried to
,give me a little insight into the
inside - his, as a person and a
performer.
My first question was answered frankly and with a true feeling for what he said. "Do you
find that his performance is enabling you to more fully express
your creativity on the stage?"
"Element of surprise," he said,
"is very important" and Stop

-

FREEDOM

-

SALOON
FRIVOLOUSon't~fSAi'S
Swin- bult

FRtOM DISTORTIO

thet Crowd DoeS'

na~ya

the

He agreed, that his performance as Littlechap is more fulfilling as an actor than some of
the comedy roles which he had
in the past, since this role encompasses everything. He commented that, "this is a role you
shouldn't get maudlin about."
This is why most of the time he
was looking at the audience, not
at Evie. This creates surprise
and is doubly effective. "Fight
sorrow induces stronger theatrical effect" - and that is what

m~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~om-M

~~~~~~~--

;4Whlr

a true actor he remarked that
each time he performs there's a
new audience and fresh laughter
and this is where enjoyment
comes from. This is a great role
for an actor; if one enjoys acting and the continual victory of
a stage production, enjoyment is
a definite result (hint to any
aspirants).

RI

DESIGNATRON
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WEDNESDAY & SUNDAYDancing to the so

IN SOUND/IN PRICE

1

of:

* Components
* Recording Tape

I

The Soul Dimensions__

* Repairs

DISCOUNTS 90

<

"*CARD CARRYING" STUDENTS
Over 37 Brands to Choose from

Dancing to the sounds of.
Laurie Recording Artists

Urges involvement
We then went on to talk abdut
audiences in general and the difference between the colleget students and the typical Broadway
audience. In doing a pantomime
an actor becomes very involved
and the audience usually becomes just as involved as the
actor. If a role becomes mechanical and the gesticulations
are established, the audience still
may enjoy the performance, but
the same degree of invoerment
is missing. Can the theatre bring
about deeper communicatlon beaudience
actor -and
tween
through techniques as pantomime? This is where the difference between the two groups
of the theatre-goers mentioned
above come in; a role is performed through characterization.
It is the artist's technique and
talents phls the audience's imagination which can make a play
of this kind a success. The average theatre audience does not
like to use its imagination.
They do not like to tibh*; their
enjoyment comes from sitting
back and being performed to
<which I am not criticizing as
being dui). But for a play lie
this to be a success a little more
part is
effort on the ance's
needed and is gotten from a
thinking Audience.

751-0253
N. COUNTRY RD.
SETAUKET, N Y.

The love-ln s
Showtinri-

show bu is all Malkt -Be exemplified his thought 13> Uising
Jack Palance as a symbol wheire
to
the latter "uses sweetness
cover awfuhness." He expounded
along this concept by doing a
few impressions of what he
meant.
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NEW TI TANIC HEROS
Biggest in town -At
Roam Beef
Ham

......
......

east a foot bNg

.85 Salami & Cheese ..... .85
.85 Ham & Cheese ......
.... .60
.60 American Cheese
..............
.70 Tuna

Titanic" - Ham, Salami, Roast Beef, Bologna,
Lettuce, Onion, Choose, Tomato & Special Seasoning
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All with Lettuce, Tomato, Onion, and Special Seasoning
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FREE POTATO SALAD
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Meat Ball .................... .70
11
11
.......
.80
Meat Ball Parmigiana
.80
......................
Sausage
Sausage Parmigiana ......... .95
Pepper and Egg .............. .70
Mushroom and Egg ........... .85
Sausage and Poppers ......... .a-85h |
Meat Ball and Pepper ........ .85
Egg Plant ................... .79
Egg Plant Parmigiana ....... .85
.95
............
Veal Cutlet
Vea# Cwten Parmigiana ...... 1.10
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.
......
L.05
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Statesman Interview:
Sitar Master Declares Independence of Raga
by Susan Katz
"It's endless," said Ravi Shankar in referring to Indian music, "we don't have
to be influenced by anything alien." And there is no need. Within the last year and
-a half there has been a fusion between eastern and western music and the force of
the fusion is from east to west According to Mr. Shankar, western music takes ideas
from Indian ragas. "We don't feel we need Western music."
Although Ravi Shankar has visited America during the last eleven years, it's
taken a long time to popularize the sitar. Within the last year and a half there has
been an "explosion with the very young people" who, take the music much more
seriously now. Mr. Shankar has started a school in Los Angeles in order to help everyone realize the seriousness of this music. Two thousand years of tradition provides
the foundation for Mr. Shankar's work.

RAVI WEAVES
BEAUTIFUL MUSIC
Friday night, November 17,
Ravi Shankar, accompanied by
Alla Rakha on Tabla and by
Kamala Chakravarty on Tamboura, appeared in an SAB International Club-sponsored concert.
It was a most unusual concert.
The purpose, according to Mr.
Shankar, was twofold. In addition
to attempting to provide an entertaining evening for all, he was
also trying to provide a clear
picture of the structure and intent of Indian music.
The system of music, Raga

Raga Influences Harrison
Indian classical music has become popular because the pop
musicians of the western world
,took an interest in the sitar, and
from it the music.
Mr. Shankar readily admits that.
the popularity of the sitar was
especially a result of the avid
interest expressed by George
Harrison. The excitement of the
sitar spread- from Harrison to
other musicians and to us. Mr.
Shankar frankly stated that if the
"heroes" become interested, the
excitement
and the interest
spreads and increases and then
N- POW, we're all enveloped.
When asked what he thought
about the connection between
drugs and his music, he said that
we are "not to mix it up with
drugs and the other psychedelic
things." That is all he cared to
mention on a subject which is
definitely linked with his popularity and s-anewly-acquired appreciation of Indian music which is
shared- by thousands.
Years of Practice
In learning the sitar, many
years of study and practice are
involved. Ten to fifteen years
are needed in order to achieve a
standard
of
improvisation
through the mastering of tech.
niques and basic concepts; this
insures that everything falls into
a pattern where the results bring
about constant change. To exemplify the number of years needed, it might be of some interest
to know that George Harrison,
after playing the sitar for a little over a year, has gotten to sit
;-roperly and hold the sitar correcty.

t0Stop The Worldl:
Simplicity Asigned To Beauty

bowever, there are no known
eomposers of Indian music. Clas-

by I ene Sondike
The "Stop the World, I Want To Get Off" production brought the genius of
Anthony Newley and Leslie Bricusse to Stony Brook on November 18. I arrived at
the Gymnasium anxious to see the initiative of Stony Brook students put into a play,
or what can be done if one wants to do it. I saw the circus world which man calls
life, nakedly presented without scenery in the manner that Quinton Raines designed.
Anthony Newley states the reason for this:
"We could imagine your faces imagination. The story is a sim- natal environment, school, the
when - after a wonderful over- ple one which depicts the seven opposite sex, factory work and
ture full of promise - the rag ages of man; from birth to travel. The artistry in the hand
rises on a set full of wooden death.- The audience becomes motions of Warner, for example,
bleachers. Oh, no, we're going deeply involved with Littlechap, when boy meets girl, delighted
to be honest fight from the for every man in his own right the audience.
start. What you see when you is a "Littlechap"; insignificant
Warner's delicacy lies in his
come is what you're gonna get as compared to the immensity of
His
for the rest of the evening. If, life, yet desiring to be otherwise. hands and gesticulations.
domnot
the
thus
fair,
is
voice
pantomine,
use
of
the
Through
at any time, it should appear
aspect of his performance.
beautiful, it's because you, your- Jackie Warner begins his jour- inant

vical ragas evolved from experi-

self, make it so.}

mnentation and improvisation,
true to the tradition and future
pf Indian music.

Now that I know what my job
is, I must sit back and relax
while using the power of my

In the profound relationship between the tabla and the sitar,
Mr. Shankar describes it as a dialogue in which the tabla at-tempts to copy rhythmically the
Sitar. "I ask a question and he
answers on the tabla."
Raga True To India
* In India, there is a certain
.amount of reverence expressed
for the classical music Ravi
Shankar plays. He compares it
to Bach of the western world,

ney through life. The audience
travels with Littlechap on this
path which has no end, for life
is a cycle. One experiences his
first encounter with the post-

Sangeet, is one which, being so
different from western music
can be quite irritating and possibly boring. The beauty of the
compositions does not depend on
a harmonic structure that we are
acquainted with. As a matter of
fact, there is no harmonic struc.
ture to speak of. Therefore, variation of rhythm and melodic
movement are the ways by which
musical beauty is achieved.
The rhythm was provided by
Alla Rakha, playing the drums
known as tabla and banya. His
performance was outstanding.IHe
showed a complete mastery of
the intricate, and at times quite
accelarated rhythms o f t h e
Raga. Also contributing to his
virtuosity was the wide range of
effects he was able to achieve
using the banya. What could
have been merely rhythm was
made beautiful by Mr. Rakha
by his intuitive ability for hearing what style the mood of the
composition called for. As Mr.
Shankar stated, almost 95% of
the music was improvised. The
creative play of the Tabla greatly enhanced the effect of Ravi
Shankar's melodic, but sometimes confusing improvisation.
Ravi Shankar is "master of
the Sitar," and through his playing Friday night, it is easy to
see how he got that appelation.
The sitar is a most difficult instrument to play, due to its complex nature. Various factors contribute to its complexity, a major factor being there are two
ways to play a scale - vertically
down the frets on one string,
and laterally across the strings
on one fret.
It is almost incidental that
Shankar has complete command
of the instrument technically.
What made his performance
more enjoyable and almost incredible, was his ability to make
the sound issue forth more roughly or more smoothly; more heavily or with more frailty, as the
mood he desired to convey dictated. Thus capturing perfectly a
certain subtlety of mood, he was
able to accomplish the most difficult objective of the raga; the
merging of music and player,
and creation of a compound iden.
tity between the two, which reg.
ulated the mood of the improvisation once the initial motif had
been presented.
The consummation of technique
was most evident in the final
raga, where Shankar and Rakha
worked as a perfectly coordinated duo. Shankar would state a
melodic figure and his partner
would answer on the Tabla, in.
cluding in his phrasing the suggestion for the next figure. It is
a technique which is the mark
of true professionals, and that is
a title that Ravi Shankar and
Alla Rakha richly deserve.

of her roles. Her accents change
Iwell according to the change in
tcharacters and she is superb as
His delivery of Newley's witti-S the "Glorious Russian" and as
cisms and puns is marvelous. l|the "typically English" wife of
June Compton, who portrays uLittlechap. The Greek-like choru
Evie, is also most versatile, is precise in movement and adds
l oan Page 1I
O
which is called for by the natured
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Poulenc was excellent and she
brought these songs over soley
by the beauty of her vocal ino
terpretation rather than by visual deliniation. The Mahler songs
were done beaowfully (i is ,vey
hard for a Mahler composition to
come out badly the music
Although
speaks for itself!).
Onw Tuesday, Novaember- 214 Yoshiko Ito graced the
Misn Ito, did no4 catw her, voie
recitalW stage in the University Theat
at,th first cmn enough and. her. vooad shadings
cart of MeXYoM# Artist Seie&, The- peor attendance were unimpreaive (againdue to
may have beem for the better, for this. was a recital of the faulty technqe), she sbowintimacY and close! communication between the singer ed great sensitivity to the music
and the amdiene.
The fourth of the five songs,
Miss It- gove us an interest- ly, her vocal -technique is one of "Ich bin der Wilt abhanden
ingy varied program She be- too much breatbiness,
which
gekommen/ was done with ungan- by siogg for charming causes the voice to lose its natartistry. The Vivaldi came
usual
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(sbIsag fluentlyy in, Italiank
and
French
and German)
charming
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which
served well in creating a good
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omedyo; Color It Cever
action takes place- in Christopher's living, room,. which now
has Donald Maddenn's (Harold
Gorringe) prize possessions in
furniture and decorator'g dreams,
such as a priceless Baddha. The
floor is an artist's pallet, and
modem sculpture, baby blcks
and the "Mona Lisa" add to the
character of the apartment. Predominate however, is the idea of.
no light, and the way in which
this is used to create a black
comedy, causing the bungling,
feeling actions of the cast. Iastly, credit must be given to the
director John Dexter, without
whom Black Comedy. might not
at all. come off, because precision
in directing was called for, and
in this effort- Dexter succeeded.

Notice
As Scottish Country Dancing
)bginners)
has been
Group (for
begun on campus for students
and other interested members of
the University Community.
The group meets on Monday
evenings, 8:30- 9:45, in the
Audio-Visual Room (Room 170),
Gymnasium Building. Sneakers
or soft shoes should be worn.
Contact Mrs. Sian Frick at 6750
for further information.
*

*
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in the Humanities Lounge, on
the subject of "The Disintegration of the Arts." In addition, he
will be available to meet with
faculty and students as they
wish; the Humanities Lounge will
be open from 10:00 A.M. to 2:00
P.M. Please make arrangements
through Jim Harrison.
-

TYPISTS
NEEDED
FOR COPY
NIGHT - SUNDAYS
8 - 12 P.M.
STATESMAN
OFFICE
SOUTH HALL
BASEMENT

*

On Saturday, December 9 and
Saturday, December 16, the Columbia University School of
Law will sponsor its sixth annual
Pre-Law Conference for undergraduate upperclassmen.
The Conference- will be held in
the School of Law on the northeast corner of 116th Street and
Amsterdam Avenue. Parking facilities will be available on College Walk across from the Law
School. Since the Conference will
not convene until 10:30 A.M., students arriving between 9:30 and
10:15 are welcome to tour the
School and Library with law students as guides. If any student
wishes to attend the Conference,
he should write to Box 2, Columbia University Law School, New
York. New York 10027.
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Dr. Erich Kahler will be a
guest of the Department of English the week of December 4.
He will give three public lectures on Monday, Wednesday,
and Thursday evenings at 8:30
P.M., the first in the Humanities Auditorium and the other two

I
VARSITY BASKETBALL
D"4e.

2 Brooklyn CoU. A 8:39 p.m.
.8 Pratt Institute A 8:30 pn.s
15 Hunter College H 8;30 pAi.
FRESHME
EN
Dec.

2 Brooklyn Coll.
A 6:30
8 Pratt Institute, A 6:30
15 Hunter College
H 6:30
SWIMMING
Dee.
2 AdelpheUnly.
H 2:00
6 Queens College- A *4:e
9 Manhattan Col. H
SQUASH
Dee.
1 Fordtam Univ. A 2:00
2 Seton Hall
A 2:09
6 West Point
Plebes
A 4:00

p.m.
pan.
p.*.

p-m.

p-m.

P.M.
p.m.
p.m.
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$.20 per Ite fior studn
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BOX 200 GRAY COLLEGE

St. James, N. Y.

MOVIES EVERY WED. NIGHT
DEC. 12 -CHRISTMAS

PARTY
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PHARMACY

wV

941-4080

Hard case & accessories - Rickenbacker sound for 4 the price.

Free Derivery Service

$110 - (wItf haggle).
Lewis Fdelstek - 7362

MARIOTS
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

Groups
Weddings
Engagements

After 9 P.M. in the Lounge

JAMES J.

941-4840

HAJLEY

289-3503 or 475-5400
E. SETAUKET
-

!

'
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Invitations and Announcements
All At Discounts

EAST SETAUKET

MAIN STREET

old - 10 year guarantee on seek.

ANY DRINK!

-

Plaza

- Black and edfsh - 1 year

1/2 PRICE

-

all students. Come in and pick up your free discount card.
Carrying complete lines of Cosmetics and DruO

HAGSTROM 12 STKUNG GUfrAR

ANY DRINK OR COCKTA]

MAIN STREET (Rte. 25A)

DisCOEft on All Items except

For Sale - 2 tickets to ILLYA
DARLING for New Yearns Eve.
$6 per ticket.
Call Mike 7330

i^^MMMIUMHHU»HHM»H~H»^»»»IS»

Ladies Only -

- 11:00 P.M

--- -i- -Setauket
Pharmacy Offers

GPld Street Restaurant
92 E. Main Street
Brancdhopn

I

-8:00

Help Wane - Cocktal PianoTobacco, Candy and Newspapers

Beer $1.00 per Pitcher Tues. & Wed. Nites

Tbwsday Nick Is as'

SOUTH HALL

Please return half-fare card.
Robin Apped 157910

& COLT 45 NIGHT

^^^MHH^^^H

TYPISTS DESPERATELY NEEDED - SUNDAYS
FOR COPY NIGHT
STATESMAN OFFICE

-nC
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EDWARD HUGHES

SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO. BLDG.
Setauket, N. Y. 11785
3 Village Piae
I1
Bus. 751-1900
*
Res. 9S19S0
1

SPECIAL FEATURES 5 yr. Renewable Guarantee
Sell To Anyone Over U6 Years Old
Compact Car Discount
_--

_-

___----_

CLIP AND MAL TODAY

_--
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I
I
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IT'S NO BUZL
BANK OF
SMITHTOWN
REALLY WANTS TO HELP YOU
Bank of Smithtown didn't get started until a little after
"Bull" Smith made his famous ride. But a half-century
ago, as the first bank in Smithtown, we set out to give our
customers the best banking services on Long Island. Let us
prove it. Mail the coupon below and we will send you with
our compliments, our newest publication "HOW TO
CHOOSE AND USE YOUR BANK." It's just off the press
and will prove the many ways Bank of Smithtown wants to
help you, including HOW TO select the least costly type of checking account.

HOW TO save up to 66% on a Bank of Smithlown loan.
HOW TO earn more at the Bank of Smithtown with certificates of deposit.
HOW TO obtain a lower cost business loan. (We mean
"Lower")
HOW TO plan for better money management.
HOW TO use the complete services of Bank of Smithtown.
BANK OF SMITHTOWN, Smithtown, New York 11787
Please send free copy "HOW TO CHOOSE AND USE YOUR
BANK" TO:
IName................................................................................... ...........................................
"-"""-............*...........................
.-.
Address ..................................................................................
...........

. ...

...............................
.
.

l

.

.

.
SM2

Bank of Smithtown offices are at: SMITHTOWN, 1 East Main St. COMMACK, 10 Mayfair Shopping Center - HAUPPAUGE, 548 Route
111 - KINGS PARK, 82-84 Main St. - CENTEREACH, 1919 Middle
Country Rd.
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.

I
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THROWING THE BAIL
with fred thomsen
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A disgruntled student sent this letter to the paper following Sunday's intramural football championship game. I would say he has a
legitimate gripe, and a noteworthy solution although I don't agree
with it.
To the Editor:
Last Sunday, a football game was played between the hall team
champions, B-3 of G-S dorm, and the independent team champions,
the Zoo. Bitter cold and a driving wind provided anything but ideal
playing conditions and, as a result, neither team, scored a point.
Both teams played extremely well. In order to determine the winner of the game, Coach Snider decided to give each team four downs
and see which team would gain most yards.
I feel this is rather ridiculous since it amounts to determining
the intramural football championship by adding the yards gained by
each team in four downs and making the team with the larger sum
the winner. Since B-3 gained more yardage in their four downs,
they were made the winning team. They "won" 0-0.
Although I am not on the Zoo team, nor a member of the organization that the Zoo represents, I feel this "win" should not determine the football championship as it did not prove which team
is better. If both teams will agree, perhaps a second game would
be in order; this game to be played to a real finish so that a real
victory could determine the intramural football championship team.
Although the author is probably a conscientious sports fan, the
likelihood of the game being played again is slim. The intramural department runs on a tight schedule and any rematch will probably
have to be initiated by the respective teams. However, future championship games should not be decided on total yardage but rather
by the usual sudden-death rules. In this way, the fan and the participants will not feel that the entire season has been wasted because of a convenient rule.

On December 1, Stony Brook's
squash team will openUts second
end season in varsity competition when it opposes Fordham
University at the New York Athletic Club. Last year's squad got
by the Rams and it looks like
a repeat for this season.
The team has achieved membership in the National Collegi-

Eye - Opener
Albany (AP) The State University has decided to use its
own funds, about $1,200,000 a
year, to finance the cost of intercollegiate athletics, university
officials reported yesterday. As
part of an athletic policy adopted
by its Board of Trustees earlier
this month, the university also
will maintain a strict ban on
state-paid athletic scholarships.

By Phil Chin
The Stony Brook Patriots were
playing the final game of the
season against St. Peter's College. The Pats were winning and
leading by a comfortable 4-0
margin when suddenly the dark
storm clouds, which hovered
above, emptied all of their contents, seemingly, on the soccer
field. Yet the Patriots played
even harder. Most of those on
the field were members of the
Patriot bench but they weren't in
the game to nurse the lead the
first-stringers had earned, these
men wanted more and they were
fighting to make that lead more
comfortable. It was typical of
the team that has developed under the leadership of Coach John
Ramsey.
The Patriots won that game
4-1. They had won their match
against the highly touted Adelphi squad, 1-0, in overtime. In
fact, this Patriot team has been
doing the same thing all season
long, winning. The Pats compiled an 8-1-2 won - lost - tied
record. The Stony Brook Patriots
is probably the best four-year
college soccer team on the island (Hofstra is the closest with
a 6-1-1 record, their only loss,
though, was to Adelphi. The Pats
tied Hofstra, 0-0.) The Pats' record is the best record of any

The long - standing practice
within the university has been to
support intercollegiate
athletic
competition through self-imposed
student assessments. In its new
policy, approved at a meeting
November 9, the board stated
that the university endorses intercollegiate
athletic
activities
"that contribute to its fundamental objectives of offering all
students the best possible educational and living experiences."
However, the statement continued: "The university intends that
neither its fiscal structure nor
student personnel policies shall
be distorted to accommodate
such programs. No agency of the
university shall provide or honor
student subsidies based primarily
on a student's athletic ability."

ate Squash Association and will
be allowed to send players to
the Nationals. In addition, the
team hopes to become a member of the Metropolitan Conference which includes Adelphi,
Seton Hall, Wagner, Fordham
and Stevens. Last year the team
was 5-2 against
Metropolitan
Conference teams, which adds
hope to the possibility of a conference title.

The team will be bolstered by
newcomers Steve Chow, Kenny
Glassberg
and Mel
Polkow.
Rounding out the squad are Rick
Belvin, Paul Friedman,
Bob
Stahl, Bob Epstein and Dave
Licht.
The team will not have the
extra depth and experience that
was expected at the start of
practice. The progress of
the
new members and last year's
holdover should provide a winning season; there will be an
improvement over last
year's
respectable record of 5-6.

athletic team that has ever particpated in intercollegiate sports
for Stony Brook.
The players responsible for this
tremendous season are quite conveniently listed on the team roster which is very accurate and
complete. One would see names
such as Berk, Blaha, Esposito,
Frick, Gonzalez, Gould, Friedheim, M. Green, B. Molloy, M.
Molloy, Prince, Van Denberg,
Ziegler, and about ten other athletes who did something to help
make Stony Brook a "name" in
the intercollegiate sports scene.
Along with the 8-1-2 won - lost
statistic another statistic should
prove of interest. Goalie Harry
Prince allowed the opposition
four goals in eleven games with
7 shutouts to his credit. As for
the Patriot offense, eight different Patriots combined for 23
goals. The Patriot defense allow-

ed only a total of seven goals
and gave only four penalty shots
to the opposition.
"
All in all, Stony Brook has
finally enjoyed the heroics of a
strong, winning, soccer term.

University
Continued from Page 4
factory. Learning is more than
going to classes and reading
books. It's also dealing with pro.
fessors, Administrators and fellow students as human beings
with a wide variety of outlooks.
This, to me, is the purpose of
the College Plan. It can also be
done through
less
structured
channels, on your own initiative.
But under a contractual arrange.
ment, any meaningful informal
contact with professors would be
almost impossible.
NOTE: "Quotes within the arti.
cle are from Mr. Pierson's lec.
ture."

B-3 Ties Zoo FKor Championship ?
By Stuart Eber
Who is the Stony Brook Intramural Football Champion? Is it
B-3 of Washington Irving? Is it
the Zoo? Only Coach Snider and
Rebel know for sure. We were
all supposed to know on Sunday,
November 19, but then strange
events occurred.

The schedule this season is
tougher with the addition
of
Trinity College,
Franklin and
Marshall. The squad must also
take on West Point, Wesleyan,
and M.I.T.
At the start of practice in late
October, Coach Snider had high
hopes for a very successful season as he expected seven returning lettermen. However, due
to other commitments, three of
the lettermen were unable to
come out for the team. Nevertheless, the racketmen have returning co-captains Bob Wittmer
and Bob Folman, as well as
Joe Van Denburg and Bob Dulman.

Wm=

Pats Wind Up Prince(ly) Season

Pat Rackets Swat Rams In Opener
By Bob Dulman

w

The Greek
2!ta Years.
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B-3 was there as a result of
t heir
fine
defense,
which
held their opponents scoreless
throughout the playoffs. A-2 of
Asa Gray, B-3 of Benjamin Cardozo and D-2 of Irving Langmuir
fell by the wayside as B-3 tried
to retain its intramural football
laurels.

Cheerleaders: TheChosen Few
By Diane Di Giovanni
Cheering for this year's Patriot basketball teams will be
ten Varsity and nine
Junior
Varsity cheerleaders. These girls
will be sharing their enthusiasm
and vitality with the crowd.
This year's cheerleaders were
chosen after five cheering clinics
conducted by last year's cheerleaders and Miss Beesley. Out of
the one hundred girls who attended the first clinic, 18 tried
out for Varsity and 18 tried out
for Junior Varsity. The girls
were judged by Miss Wehrly,
Miss Hall, Miss Rickley, Mr.

Brown and Miss Beesley, on the
basis of
overall
appearance,
poise, voice control, jumps, coordination with the group, emotions in cheering and acrobatics.

Their opponents in last year's
championship game, the
Zoo,
were anxious for. revenge. The
Zoo won the Independent League
title by whitewashing the Spartans, 7-0. And so the stage was
set for the big game, the return
match.
At the end of the first half
neither team had scored. As the
time was running out in the second half, the possibility of a
scoreless tie became increasingly
evident. When regulation time
had finally been exhausted, the
two powerhouses had held each
other scoreless. In
pro football,
there is a "sudden death" playoff in case of a tie in a championship game. The first team to
score wins. But this is not the
case at Stony Brook. Each team
is given a set of downs. If neither team scores, the team which
advances the ball the farthest in
declared the winner.
On the basis of this rule, B-S
was awarded the championship.
For posterity, the final score was
1-0.

The Varsity cheerleaders are
led by co-captains Pat Gilbert
and Amy Drutman.Rounding out
Roode, Kathy Slavin,
Carole
the Varsity are: Peggy Cuciti,
Rubin
and
Nancy
Sobel.
Jane Finan, Vicki Principe, Middy Dobbs, Gloria Gilbert, Joyce
The girls work hard to devise
Boccafola, Pat Kirkley and Bec- I new cheers and perfect old ones
ca Weidman.
every Tuesday and Thursday
night. Last year's cheerleaders
The Junior Varsity squad contook third place in a cheering
sists of Judy Lefkowitz, Cindy F competition
and this year's
Mark, Zina Shwchich,
Peggy r cheerleaders will also enter iW
Ciski, Susan Mandel,
Marilyn L competition.
A

